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The Circle of Fifths is a commonly-used resource for musicians, but often feels 
confusing and unhelpful at first. 

This workbook is designed to help you understand how the Circle of Fifths relates to 
your instrument.

-Erin Mae Lewis and Steve Eulberg, DulcimerCrossing.com
          December 2019

Notes about Using the Circle

The letters around the outside of the circle can be representative of notes, keys, or 
chords.

Thinking of the letters as notes helps students identify intervals. For hammered 
dulcimer players, this is helpful because the right side of a marked bridge is the 
root and the left side is the 5th. (see page 4) For mountain dulcimer players, this is
helpful because drone strings are commonly tuned to either the root (key note) or 
5th of the key you are playing in. (see page 5)

Thinking of the letters as keys helps students understand key signatures. The key of
C, at the top of the circle, has no sharps or flats. This means a C major (Ionian) 
scale is played using only natural notes. As you move clockwise around the circle, 
one new sharp is added to each key (eventually as you move to the left side of the 
circle, adding a sharp looks like removing a flat). As you move counter-clockwise 
around the circle, one new flat is added to each key. (see page 6)
Bonus: The sharps and flats are also added in Circle of Fifths order — the first 
sharp is F#, then C#, G#, etc; the first flat is Bb, then Eb, Ab, etc.

Thinking of the letters as chords helps students identify the I, IV, and V chords in 
any key. Center your focus on the key you are playing in — this is the I chord. The V
chord will be the chord to the right; the IV chord will be the key to the left. (see page 
7)

Finally, the letters on the inside of the Circle of Fifths represent the relative minor 
key (Aeolian mode). This is also the vi chord of the Major key it is connected to. For 
example, B minor shares a key signature with D Major, and B minor is the vi chord 
is the key of D.
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(<—Circle of Fourths) (Circle of Fifths—>)

Going around the circle to the Left is 
the Circle of 4ths.

Each new Chord is a fourth higher 
than the one that precedes it.

Going around the circle to the Right 
is the Circle of 5ths.

Each new Chord is a fifth higher than 
the one that precedes it.



Circle of 5ths
& the
Hammered Dulcimer

1. Write in the names of
the Marked Courses in the
light blue boxes.

2. Draw lines from the name
of each major key above to
its corresponding marked
bridge on the hammered
dulcimer diagram below:

This is a diagram of a 15/14 hammered dulcimer.  The light 
blue boxes indicate the marked courses.

A<———5th higher——— D

F—4th lower—>Bb



Circle of 5ths
& the
Mountain Dulcimer

2. Draw lines from the name of the major
keys above to its corresponding strings for
each dulcimer as it is tuned.
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1. Write the notes to which you tune the
Bass and Middle Strings to play drone-style
in the following keys:

Key of
D:  ___

 ___

Key of
G:  ___

 ___
(e.g. Ginger)

Key of
A:  ___

 ___
(e.g. Baritone)

Key of
C:  ___

 ___



Circle of 5ths MAP

1. Using the Circle of 5ths
Map above, Write in the
names of each Major key by
its key signature on the
outside of the circle.

2. Using the Circle of 5ths
Map above,Write in the
names of each minor key by
its Key signature on the
inside of the circle.



The Circle of 5ths 
can help us 
understand 
Chord Theory

IV I V
C
D
G
E
A

Bb
F

Eb
B

Ab
F#
Dd

What are the IV and V chords for 
each of these keys?

Chord Function

IV            I            V

The IV is on the LEFT
...and the V chord is on the
RIGHT of the I Chord.




